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Abstract: Data quality management remains a challenge in every 

organization in which high quality data needed to help in decision 

making. Poor data quality management has a negative impact that 

can result in financial loss, loss of privacy, business process failure 

and inefficiencies, creates legal and security risks and loss of 

reputation. Much research has been conducted on data quality 

metrics and related information such as selecting data quality 

dimensions but most of the studies on data quality metrics are less 

than fit to help in decision making[1]–[8]. There is also lack of 

standardization regarding usage of each dimension. These reasons 

provide the rationale for the objectives of this study which are (1) 

To investigate the appropriateness of dimensions used in existing 

data quality metrics that used in assessing data quality and (2) To 

propose a data quality metrics to assess quality of data. The study 

conducted an extensive literature review to address the objectives. 

We used thematic analysis to determine the theme studied by each 

paper. Then, a data quality metrics is suggested with dimensions 

that are discussed. The study found that key to importance is 

accuracy, completeness, timeliness and scope of data. 

Keywords: data quality, data quality dimension, accuracy, 

completeness, timeliness 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Research on data quality is not something new in the world 

as it is needed to help in decision making in any organizations 

or industry that has data that is processed. However, some 

organizations still do not have proper data quality guidelines 

to qualify the data because the cost of doing so is high. The 

negative impacts of poor data quality management are felt not 

only in term of monetary inefficiencies or loss but also could 

be significantly worse as described above. Although the issue 

of data quality has existed for a long time, maintaining high 

quality data faces new challenges in this data-driven world, 

where data about the usage of everything is of potential 

importance to organizations. Data now comes in from a 

myriad of source, not just from shopping habits, or process 

efficiencies statistics or from accounting and sales trends 

within a company. Data is now everywhere, flowing 

continually from multiple sources and platforms.  
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The era of really Big Data is here as companies chase the 

goose that laid the golden egg of massive market share 

potential simply from all the data of our everyday lives. 

Companies who engage in the deal end of the Big Data Era 

have to face these incredible challenges of managing data 

effectively and ensuring those nuggets of data they do need to 

extract from the masses are high quality and fit for purpose. 

By implementing data quality metrics, every data is received 

by the decision makers, will be sorted and filter in order to 

ensure the data that complies with standard of quality required 

in order to aid in making decisions. Otherwise, the data will be 

eliminated. This paper started by discussing about definition 

of data quality metrics, the most discussed dimensions in 

previous literature then based on the extensive literature 

review, completeness, accuracy and timeliness are choosing to 

be focus on. The discussion will go deeper in these 

dimensions‟ definition and measurement which expected to 

achieve the objective of this paper that are (1) to investigate 

the appropriateness of dimensions used in existing data quality 

metrics that used in assessing data quality and (2) to propose a 

data quality metrics to assess quality of data. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Definition of Data Quality and Overview of Data Quality 

Metric as Dataset Checker 

Data could be in many form or format such as it could be in 

combination of figures, facts and statistics that telling about 

the overview of the organizations‟ past activities that will lead 

to profit or loss[9]. Even though many scholars state that there 

is still no a standard definition of data quality [1]–[3], [5], [6], 

[10] or that an exact data quality measurement is yet to be 

proven successful[11], most of them come to almost the same 

conclusion that the current definition of data quality is “fitness 

for use” [3], [7], [8], [10], [12]. The differences in opinions on 

data quality definitions by the scholars will always happened 

but the fundamental concept of the data quality itself is not 

only to discuss about the data quality features only but must 

relate with the nature of the business that the data quality will 

be applied because data quality have its own requirements that 

need to be achieve in order to consider the data is quality [3]. 

As a simple explanation, high quality data will need to be used 

accordingly based on its purpose and field that it meant for 

[1], [10], [12]. 
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According to [13], data quality metric is a set of 

measurement that will be used to assess what quality means to 

measure the data and the metric could be a formula or set of 

rule that could calculate the „quality‟ of the data. Data quality 

metric is one of the various techniques in quality management 

which will consist of different dimension[13]. Data quality 

metric will need to be defined clearly as it will be the guidance 

to ensure the initiatives done by organizations to improve their 

data quality management is effective[14] while data quality 

dimension is “a set of data quality attributes that represent a 

single aspect or construct of data quality”[3]. The selected 

dimensions will be different according to the scope of the 

study and business environment involved[3]. 

Dimensions Mostly Discussed in Previous Literature 

There are many existing researches that highlighted on the 

dimensions chose with different method on deciding which 

dimensions that suit most. The dimensions will need to be 

capable enough to measure the quality of data for the targeted 

organization as the dimension need to suit the actual 

circumstance of targeted organization [3]and the right choices 

of dimensions and they are correlation, it will help in creating 

high quality of data [6], [7]. There are 60 literatures that been 

referred, to look for the most mentioned dimensions by the 

previous scholars and also to know how the previous scholars 

defined each dimension.  

 

Fig. 1 Votes for Most Mentioned Dimensions in Previous 

Literature 

There are many researchers that come out with various set 

of dimensions that they had selected for their targeted 

organization or for their general research purposes according 

to the fit for purpose definition of data quality [1], [15], [16]. 

Based on Figure 1, this study will be highlighted only on 

completeness, accuracy and timeliness because these three 

dimensions are most mentioned by most researchers for the 

past few years back. The finding shows that 48 authors 

consistently mentioned completeness as one of the vital 

dimensions in any data quality metrics followed by accuracy 

(in rectangle shape) with 44 authors and last but not least, 

timeliness (in semi-rectangle shape) and currency are two 

same dimensions that been mentioned interchangeably by few 

scholars[17]–[19]which means that if sum both dimensions‟ 

votes together it will be the third highest dimension been 

mentioned by previous scholars. 

The role of these three dimensions seems to be crucial 

especially when the data nowadays entering the big data era 

that having massive amount of information that have the 

potential to help the organization to improve their business 

[3]. Table 1 shows the summary of scholars‟ opinions which 

taken according to different domain which became their main 

focus in their study become an evidence to be one of the 

reasons to select only these three dimensions for further study 

as the importance of these three dimensions been supported by 

previous scholars. 

Table. 1 Scholars that Supported the Importance of 

Completeness, Accuracy and Timeliness 

No. Authors Agreed 

the Crucial of the 

Dimensions 

Dimension Selected with 

Summary of Scholars‟ 

Statement 

1 

[20]–[24] 

Accuracy is a fundamental 

issue and most important 

dimension  

2 [2], [20], [25], 

[26] 

Completeness is among the 

most commonly studied and 

expected to make decision 

3 [3], [16], [20], 

[27], [28] 

Timeliness is important in 

big data era which can effect 

decision making 

 

The importance to have these dimensions in organizations‟ 

data quality metrics and the real scenario happened when 

completeness, accuracy and timeliness been ignored by 

organizations are discussed in section C for completeness, 

section D for accuracy and section E for timeliness. Besides, 

each dimensions‟ section will discuss on the summary of the 

definition of each dimension and sub-dimensions after 

extensive literature review been done by the author.   

Completeness Dimension 

Data is usually used for more than one purpose and the 

completeness dimension will ensure that the data need to 

acquire all values that been needed [12]. As stated by [29]a 

system database will be a challenge to an organization if 

completeness been ignored. Based on previous literature, some 

definitions used by most scholars already stated the 

measurements that involve to measure completeness. The sub-

dimensions for data completeness are complete, sufficient 

breadth and depth, data is not missing and null is defined are 

among the command measurement stated in definition of 

completeness. 
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There are five (5) authors that having the same thought that 

sub-dimensions for completeness should be complete or 

contain all necessary information [12], [30]–

[32]while[28]used word of comprehensive to define 

completeness which according to Oxford Dictionary means, 

“Including or dealing with all or nearly all elements or aspects 

of something”. Due to the same nature of words, these 5 

definitions bring in the same measurement for completeness. 

The other six (6) authors agreed on sufficient breadth and 

depth as completeness measurement[8], [26], [33]–[36] while 

ten (10) authors used “data is not missing” as sub-dimension 

for data completeness[1], [2], [18], [26], [33], [35], [37]–[40]. 

[41], [42] are having the same thought that null value should 

be defined as measurement for completeness. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Measurement Parameter for Completeness  

 (Source: Batini et al., 2009) 

Figure 2 shows the example of relational database that how 

the measurement for completeness take place which is the data 

is complete when there are sufficient of breadth and depth, and 

data is not missing by the null spaces are defined. For 

completeness, it is vital to know the reason why the value is 

missing either it really not exists, or it exist but it is unknown 

or it is not known whether it is exist[43].Based on the 

measurement used by scholars for completeness, there are few 

authors are having clashing of opinions about the sub-

dimensions for completeness such as[18], [43], [44]. [18]has 

relates reliability with completeness even though other 

scholars such[16], [23], [26], [33], [36] have relate the 

reliability to measure accuracy while[43] has defined 

completeness almost the same as definition of accuracy 

by[44]which contradict from other scholars that defined 

accuracy and completeness as something different.   

Accuracy Dimension 

Accuracy is needed to assess quality of data as the bigger 

the volume of data collected, more errors such as duplication 

will be found [15]. Without quality of accuracy in data will 

increase the difficulty of data assessment such as in short term, 

it will affect the statistics that users want to do while for a long 

term effect, an efficient decision making cannot be 

achieved[45]. 

Based on the dimensions that most mentioned by past 

literatures, some of the dimensions are having almost the same 

definition and referred to almost the same indicators. Based on 

the definitions of accuracy given by previous scholars, there 

are few sub-dimensions are having the same meaning which 

also refer to accuracy such as correctness, reliability, precision 

and validity. [28], [46] defined reliability the same as 

definition of accuracy while [34] defined correct and precise 

with the same key word for accuracy which are reliable and 

exact. The same thing done by [28] has defined validity the 

same as accuracy. Besides having almost the same definition, 

there are scholar like[18] that used correctness to measure 

accuracy, while[47]used precision to help to assess accuracy. 

As for [48] has group correctness, validity and precision 

together as sub-dimensions for accuracy. Some of the scholars 

are using different definition on the dimension that actually 

lead to measure the same dimensions which later it been group 

together to be use as measurement for accuracy. Correctness, 

reliability, precision and validity as they having almost the 

same definition with accuracy that could become the 

measurement to assess accuracy. 

There are also clashing of opinions between scholars as 

many scholars agreed on the measurements mentioned above 

are having relation with accuracy but some scholars like[10], 

[13], [18], [35], [49]are having different thought as their 

definitions of reliability and validity are referring to dimension 

of consistency and not accuracy. There are 17 authors stated 

that the measurement for accuracy is correct or accurate as 

according to Oxford Dictionary, accurate means “especially of 

information, measurements, or predictions) correct in all 

details; exact.” which have similarities with meaning of 

correct.   

Timeliness Dimension 

The rapid movement of data in the world nowadays, make 

the assessment of quality of data needs towards timeliness 

dimension [4]. In current Big Data era, the needs for the data 

receive by the decision makers must have their own timestamp 

otherwise users of the data will not know which one comes 

first and which one later [17] due to the speedily movement of 

the data. One of the challenges to the retailing industry in the 

latest research done shows that receiving the lack of timeliness 

data for the business is not good for a competitive 

environment such retailing industry[50]. 

Based on the definitions of timeliness given by previous 

scholars, having the same meaning with other sub-dimension 

such as currency and volatility. There are three kind of 

different opinions portrayed by previous research about 

timeliness dimension and the sub-dimensions. Scholars 

like[5], [11] defined timeliness, currency and volatility as one 

which related to each other, while [17]–[19]used timeliness 

and currency interchangeably in their research that both have 

almost the same definition. Last but not least, [40] mentioned 

that according to his 

research, several 

scholars even gave 

different definitions for 

currency and timeliness.  
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These different opinions from previous literature shows that 

a standard data quality metrics or uniform definition for these 

dimensions is not yet available. Further discussion on the 

measurement for timeliness stated that there are four sub-

dimensions seem to be used by many previous literatures 

which are the data under dimension of timeliness needs to be 

timely, the data is available whenever needed, frequency of 

the updated data and last but not least current or up-to-date 

measurement are considered as one because according to 

online Oxford dictionary with latest update in 2017, they are 

having the same definition.  

III. FINDINGS AND RESULT 

Previously in literature review section, we have discussed 

the importance of each selected dimension and also the 

definitions used by past literature for the selected dimensions 

and sub-dimensions which considered the agreement between 

the scholars and also the difference in term of their opinions in 

expressing the definition of each dimensions and sub-

dimensions. This section will summarize the discussion in 

previous section for each selected dimensions starting from 

completeness, followed by accuracy and timeliness. Last but 

not least this section will discuss on the overall result for 

preliminary data quality model.     

 

 

Fig. 3 Dimension of Completeness and the Sub-dimensions 

The summary for completeness could be seen based on 

Figure 3 above which shows the dimension discussed 

previously. Completeness and the sub-dimensions are group 

together after done theme analysis. These sub-dimensions are 

mostly mentioned by the past literature on the definitions they 

used on completeness. The summary for each sub-dimensions‟ 

definition that been discussed in literature review section is 

shown in the Table 2 below. 

Table. 2 Summary of Sub-Dimensions Definitions 

No. Sub-dimension Summary of definition 

1 Contain all 

necessary 

information 

All required parts of an 

entity‟s description are 

included 

2 Sufficient breadth 

and depth 

Sufficient breadth and depth 

to describe the corresponding 

set of the real world 

3 Data is not missing The cells that are not empty 

and have a meaningful value 

assigned 

4 Null is defined The term null must have the 

definition either it is not 

existing, or existing but 

unknown or not known if it 

is existing  

 

 

Fig. 4 Dimensions of Accuracy and the Sub-dimensions 

The summary for this section could be seen based on 

Figure 4that shows the dimension discussed above, which is 

accuracy and the sub-dimensions which are reliability, 

correctness, precision, validity and closely match a real-state 

that been group together after done theme analysis that shows 

these sub-dimensions are mostly mentioned by the past 

literature in the definitions or measurement they used to 

discuss about accuracy. The summary for each definition that 

been discussed above is shown in the Table 3 below. 

Table. 3 Summary of Sub-dimensions Definition 

No. Sub-dimension Summary of definition 

1 Reliability Specification can be 

depended on 

2 Correctness Being free of errors 

3 Precision Attributes that are exact 

or that provide 

discrimination 

(understanding) in a 

specific context of use 

4 Validity The contents are within 

the pre-specified value 

domain 

5 Closely match the 

real-state 

The real-world entities 

reflected by the values 

receives 
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Fig. 5 Dimension of Timeliness and the Sub-Dimensions 

The summary for this section could be seen based on Figure 

5 that shows the dimension discussed above, which is 

timeliness and the sub-dimensions which are currency, timely, 

availability and volatility that been group together after done 

theme analysis that shows these sub-dimensions are mostly 

mentioned by the past literature in the definitions or 

measurement they used to discuss about timeliness. The 

summary for each definition that been discussed above is 

shown in the Table 4 below. 

Table. 4 Summary of Sub-dimensions Definition 

No. Sub-dimension Summary of definition 

1 Currency How promptly data are 

updated 

2 Timely Near real-time as possible 

3 Availability Available to organization 

within a specified time 

period 

4 Volatility Frequency data vary in 

time 

Based on discussion on the definitions in previous literature 

review section has resulted in the development of the 

preliminary data quality model as shows in Figure 6 below. 

The sub-dimensions are taken from the definitions that 

discussed in previous literatures. Based on the definitions that 

discussed in the tables as stated in this findings and result 

section, the author come out with the overall data quality 

model with the sub-dimensions such as accuracy (in rectangle 

shape) measure the data according to the degree of reliable, 

precise, correct, valid and the data closely match a real-state. 

For completeness, the measurement are the data is complete 

when there are sufficient of breadth and depth, and data is not 

missing by the null spaces are defined while for timeliness 

dimension (in semi rectangle), the measurement parameters 

proposed for preliminary study is the data need to be up-to-

date, timely, available whenever needed and frequency of 

updated data is considering.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Preliminary Data Quality Model 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Accuracy, completeness and timeliness were selected as 

focus of this study as these dimensions are most crucial in big 

data era as well as most mentioned by the literature as 

important. This paper examined the measurements used to 

assess the dimensions discussed based on definitions and 

measurement used in the literature. Previous work has used 

different definitions for different dimensions. This became the 

main findings of this study; that many sub-dimensions are 

actually referring to the same dimensions as shown in Figure 

6. As the measurements have been grouped together, our 

findings have addressed the objectives of this study which are 

(1) To investigate the appropriateness of dimensions used in 

existing data quality metrics that used in assessing data quality 

in retail dataset; (2) To proposed a data quality metrics to 

assess quality of data in retail dataset. Data quality metrics 

produced need to be able to cater to the Big Data era. Future 

work will be focus on retailing dataset so that the data quality 

metrics developed must be tailored to the needs of that 

industry. 
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